Regulatory and Statutory Compliance
Fast, simple access to the complete, contextual
picture speeds outcomes

Appian Records converge case information
in a single location

Document and Content Management

Full Audit Traceability of Every Process

Policies, procedures, regulations, directives, laws, and executive orders...A long list, but they all have one
thing in common—they require the government to take an action. Compliance with these above listed
directives can be extremely burdensome with no options for shortcuts. This oftentimes includes producing
mountains of documents and evidence in order to satisfy an agency’s statutory requirements for Congress.
As with any government program or mission, transparency with stakeholders is of critical importance.
The reach of these compliance activities extends well beyond what the government is required to do.
Private companies, citizens, and foreign entities often have frequent touch points with the government.
Providing the level of transparency required for all stakeholders can be extraordinarily burdensome. As
regulations get ever more complex, how can agencies perform their missions at a reasonable cost, but at
the same time with increased efficiency?
ENTER THE APPIAN PLATFORM FOR REGULATORY AND STATUTORY COMPLIANCE
With Appian, all data gathered during the regulatory
process is stored within the application and easily
accessible by our Records feature. Records allows
agencies to integrate data from multiple data sources,
collect attachments, and store audit history while
performing any task. Utilizing the data in Records,
government agencies can take advantage of Appian’s
business roles and workflow features to make sure
all stakeholders perform their actions in a consistent
manner. Appian provides transparency into the various
processes that can be shared internally and externally as
required, providing real-time status to all stakeholders.

Appian provides the most flexible solution available for
meeting the needs of government regulators. Appian
is a business process management (BPM) driven
application platform that unites all data, processes,

Regulatory and Statutory Compliance
and collaborations in one environment, accessible on
any mobile device through a simple social interface.
This solution allows agencies to combine data from
multiple systems, data sources, and workflows into a
single view of the process. For agencies that perform
field inspections, Appian’s mobile capabilities allow
inspectors and auditors the same functionality available
to desktop users.
Considered the leading Dynamic Case Management
vendor, Appian software is distinct from traditional
Case Management vendors in that it provides all of the
following aspects:
• Appian Records
• Document Management

Appian delivers a platform for Federal and DoD
Regulatory and Statutory Compliance that unifies
powerful capabilities:
Business Process Management: Recognized as the
leading platform for BPM.
Dynamic Processes: Handle dynamic and ad hoc
tasking required to ensure compliance.
Complete information: Unify all information on any
topic and view it in a single, drillable report.
Business Rules: Create and manage business rules to
quickly adapt to evolving regulations.
Collaboration: Take advantage of your worker’s brain
power with social collaboration that helps complete
work faster.

• Full support for both Structured,
and Unstructured Processes
• Native Mobile Application

Native mobility: Launch on any device so action may
be taken anytime, anywhere.

• Real-Time Reporting
• Scalable
• Secure Cloud solution capable
of storing sensitive PII data

FOCUS ON IMPACT
• Automate core processes
• Unify all data
• Get instant analytics
• Become mobile
• Build powerful applications
• Adapt to continual change
• Adhere to regulations

APPIAN FOR FEDERAL AND DOD

Low-code: Use drag-and-drop, point-and-click design
to launch applications, fast.

FOCUS ON CAPABILITIES
• Point and Click Application Design
• Agile Delivery
• Native Mobility
• Business Process Management
• Document Management
• Dynamic Business Rules
• Complex Approval Routing
• Role-based Security
• Real-time Reporting

FOCUS ON REGULATORY AND
STATUTORY COMPLIANCE
• Centralize information into one
complete record of the process
• Integrate with legacy systems and
databases to provide data to inform
process
• Provide audit traceability for every
action
• Go Cloud First with Appian’s FISMA
Moderate cloud offering
• Store Content from multiple sources
in one easy to access interface

Appian provides a leading low-code software development platform that enables organizations to rapidly develop
powerful and unique applications. The applications created on Appian’s platform help companies drive digital
transformation and competitive differentiation.
For more information, visit www.appian.com

